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CROSS PARTY GROUP ON ME 
DRAFT MINUTES OF MEETING – 19th January 2012  
1-2.30pm 
COMMITTEE ROOM 4 
 
Key for Acronyms etc. 
CPG – Cross Party Group (in the Scottish Parliament) 
MSP – Member of the Scottish Parliament 
EDMESH – Edinburgh ME Self Help Group 
Neurological Voices FV – Neurological Voices Forth Valley 
BMEG – Borders ME Group 
Falkirk MESH – Falkirk ME Self Help 
MEA – ME Association 
TYMES Trust – The Young ME Sufferers Trust 
MEEK – ME East Kilbride 
ScotME – Scotland ME Associaton 
Afme – Action for ME 
APPG – All Party Parliamentary Group (on ME) (UK Parliament) 
Atos – Atos Healthcare provide medical services to the DWP 
DWP – Department of Work & Pensions 
 
Present:  
MSPs: Mary Fee (Convenor), Siobhan McMahon 
Non MSPs: Kat Allen (EDMESH), Carlo Beuger (Neurological Voices FV), Liz 
Blackadder (EDMESH), Jo Bluett (EDMESH), Miranda Brackenbury (BMEG), 
Helen Brownlie (25% ME Group), I. Campbell (Falkirk MESH), Ewan Dale 
(MEA), Linda Dunn, Andrew Gardner, Samantha Holt (TYMES Trust), Joan 
Kerr (EDMESH), Linda MacGregor (MEEK), Euan MacPherson (Assoc. 
member, 25% MEGroup), Elizabeth Moncrieff (Perth ME Support Group), 
Connie Nelson (ScotME), Gregor Purdie (NHS Dumfries & Galloway), Robert 
Sclater, Lesley Scott (Tymes Trust), Helen Smith, Peter Spencer (Afme), Nick 
Stroud, Susan Webster (Afme) 
Minutes: Carol Flack 
 
Apologies: 
MSPs: Jim Eadie, Alex Fergusson Margaret McCulloch Elaine Smith     
Non MSPs: Jeff Begg, Alison Dunsire, Jane Giakoumakis, Katerina 
Giakoumakis, Simon Lawrence, Dr. Marilyn McNeill, Peter Menellis, Norma 
and Denis Turner, Rebecca and Jenny Young, Richard Zak, Janet Graham 
and Chris Welton. 
 
Mary Fee welcomed everyone to the meeting and invited a quick round of 
introductions since some new members were in attendance.  
 
Previous minutes (1st Dec 2011) 
Approved 
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Working Groups 
Only a few members had so far indicated which working groups they would 
like to be involved in.  A form was circulated to the meeting for those present 
to note interest.  
Action – Carol The updated list will be sent out with the minutes and a 
decision spokespersons etc. will be made at the next CPG meeting (21st 
March 2012) 
 
There was some discussion about communication within working groups 
between meetings to enable work progress and for members to remain ‘in the 
loop’ during periods where internet access etc. may be problematic.  It was 
agreed that members should put their names down for the working groups 
they are interested in and every effort will be made to deal with 
communication issues as they arise. 
 
There was discussion about the Media Working Group.  The decision was 
made that it would be best to have a mix of members with a background in 
media awareness (producing press releases etc.), MSPs and those with an 
interest in the area who could provide valuable input in terms of personal 
stories and human interest.  
 
Mary said that there had not been much publicity generated by the CPG in the 
past but that MSPs could put out press releases including forward plans of 
work etc.  She suggested that personal stories would work well to both ground 
the work of the CPG and to illustrate our focus on specific issues and 
concerns. 
It was agreed that each group will need media liaison. 
Action – Mary F will put out a press release following the meeting. 
 
ME Awareness Week 2012  
There was discussion about holding an awareness-raising event to target 
MSPs as part of ME Awareness Week (6th to 12th May 2012.)  The aim would 
be to have as many people from the CPG membership and associated groups 
present at what would essentially be an informal event to mix with MSPs, 
sharing information and raising awareness of ME and the work of the CPG.  It 
was suggested that the event take place on Wednesday 9th May, 6-8pm in 
order to encourage as many MSPs as possible to attend.  It was noted that an 
evening event is difficult to manage for many people but there was agreement 
that since a key aim would be to reach MSPs an evening event afforded the 
best chance to attract their attendance.  Susan W suggested that a possible 
topic/focus for the event might be the movement (or lack of) since the Needs 
Assessment, which had been central to the last event organised by the CPG 
back in May 2009.   
Action - Carol will check availability of Garden Lobby and book as soon as 
possible.   
Action – Carol and Media working group to put together a proposal for 
discussion at the next meeting.  Investigate possibility of transport package 
etc.  Consider funding.  Invitations are to include all MSPs, the Health 
Secretary, Presiding Officer etc. 
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25% Group members’ feedback exercise 
Unfortunately due to printing problems paper copies of the report were not 
available at the meeting.  All members had received a copy by email and a 
few of those present had had the opportunity to have a quick look at it. 
Action – Carol will send paper copies to members who request this. 
 
Carol gave an overview presentation of the report findings from the feedback 
exercise which was carried out by the 25% ME Group, among its 77 members 
in Scotland.  The exercise was carried out in autumn 2011 and responses 
were received from 37 members.  This was felt to be a very high return, 
particularly given the difficulties faced by people with severe ME participating 
in such an exercise. 
 
The aim was to give people with severe ME and their carers scope to raise 
the issues that matter to them, with the freedom to identify their own issues 
and to respond on them in their own words.  This was not a survey but rather 
a feedback exercise whereby members were asked to describe their own 
experience in their own words.  Prompts were provided but members were 
advised that they should address the issues that they wished to. 
 

The topics highlighted were:  

o Your Experiences of the NHS and what we can learn from them 

o What Works Best for You – dealing with symptoms; approaches to 
activity & rest 

o Your Care Needs  - meeting care needs, care services 

o Welfare Benefits – access to supporting medical evidence 
o Your Illness – triggers and severity 
 

The report of findings indicates the overall thrust of responses in quantitative 
terms but it was noted that obtaining direct qualitative feedback was 
fundamental to the group’s approach.  They wanted to enable members, in 
their own words, to shine a light on the situations that people with severe ME 
and their families are facing and the action they would like to see taken.  
 
There were a number of questions and comments from the group – some 
related to quantitative information which Carol will provide to individuals.  The 
point was made that the report does not reflect a numbers exercise but gives 
voice to people living with severe ME on the issues which matter to them. 
Elizabeth M raised a question about low dose naltrexone (LDN) helping 
patients stabilise symptoms.  Carol confirmed that respondents had accessed 
this medication privately and not through the NHS.   Elizabeth offered to 
forward a link explaining how LDN works. 
Action - Carol will forward Elizabeth’s email to the wider group for 
information. 
 
Joan K informed the meeting that EDMESH are currently working on putting 
together a survey to find out more from their members and will be asking 
about many of the same issues covered in the 25% group exercise.  It was 
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noted that this will work well to provide the CPG with the ‘personal story’ 
information discussed earlier as being very useful for media interest.   
Euan MacP underlined how important it was that every MSP should get a 
copy of the 25% group report and that it should certainly be made available at 
the May event as such feedback from people living with ME could form a 
vitally important focus for the evening.  
 
AoCB 
Future meetings 
Helen B welcomed the fact that Social Services had come up in the 
discussion of the feedback report and felt that it was important that since 
health and benefits issues had come through so strongly as issues of concern 
this should not be lost.  She requested that Social Services have a specific 
slot to be discussed at the next meeting.  This was supported and agreed. 
Action – Carol will put item on agenda for next meeting 
 
Suggestions for speakers (future meetings) 
A suggestion was made to invite Professor Sir John Savill, Chief Executive of 
the Medical Research Council to speak at one of our future meetings.  Sir 
John has spoken previously at a 2009 meeting of the CPG.  Some discussion 
followed regarding other potential speakers and suggestions included: 

 The Chief Medical Officer 
 An update from the APPG 
 Welfare Reform 
 ME Research UK 
 Atos/DWP 
 Inclusion Scotland 

Action – Carol with CPG will draw up a calendar and schedule in 2 or 3 
speakers for the coming year with the aim of getting a real flavour of what is 
going on. 
 
Next meeting 
Mary pointed out that there will be a very full agenda for the next meeting 
when much time will be taken up with building on the working groups as well 
as planning the May event. 
Action – Carol will circulate working group information and encourage 
thoughts, ideas for focus of work within each of the themed groups.  Anyone 
not present at the next meeting can input later. 
Action – Carol will organise a meeting before summer break. 
 
Miranda B sends apologies for next meeting. 
 
 
Date of next meeting: Wednesday 21 March, Committee Room 4 at 1pm  
 
 
 


